NSAG meeting notes from 14 May 2019:

Attending:

Greg, Rich, Kenny

Gail, Tom, Kerry, John, Judy

Updates from Greg:

- Golf tournament coming soon that provides good cross-community interaction.
- Building at former Bustop site progressing. No info about the armory site.
- Greg provided an overview of potential changes coming when the Bridge House site on 30th Street closes.
  - Navigation Services may be moved to the Shelter
  - Coordinated Entry will likely be downtown
  - Addressed concerns about possible capacity issues
  - Addressed concerns about possible friction between two types of clients - those on PSH track and those on NavServices track - at the shelter
  - Highlighted that 63 people have been moved to PSH this fiscal year
  - Highlighted that ~70-75% of people in PSH successfully remain two or more years in PSH

Concerns/discussion from neighborhood:

- Tom did a community trash pickup along "the wall" north of the Shelter a few weeks ago
- Tom proposed asking for a trash can for "the wall." Uncertain who would provide and empty it.
- Tom send out the recommendations from the Shelter sponsored meeting with Boulder Police community liaison to his homeowners association.
- Tom asked about status of street light northwest of the Shelter